Top 5 Weekly Hotels in Orlando, Florida for Extended Stay
Orlando is one of the best tourist attractions around the world. It is very famous because of its
theme parks. It attracts the families and adventure lovers to visit Orlando, Florida. As this city has
many tourist attractions, people visiting it are looking for extended stay options than an
accommodation for a day or two. One of the best accommodation options is extended stay hotels
in Orlando, Florida, which offers accommodation on weekly rates instead of per night basis, which
is cheaper, convenient and even cozy option for temporary living in this city.
There are many options of weekly hotels in Orlando for your extended stay and you may choose
based on your budget, required amenities or any other criteria by exploring available options from
here: https://www.weeklyhotels.com/hotels/florida/orlando
Here is the list of top 5 extended stay hotels in Orlando, Florida with a quick brief:
1. WOODSPRING SUITES ORLANDO SOUT
This is one of the most famous weekly hotel in Orlando which offers different suit packages which
starts around 74.99$ along with free cancellation policy. The hotel holds 4.5 ratings out of 5. The
extended stay rooms of this hotel are furnished with a queen bed, in-room kitchen with a full sized
fridge and freezer, a two burner stove and many more amenities. Also, they offer family plan to
those tourists who travel with family. You must check more details of available amenities.
2. HOMEWOOD SUITES ORLANDO AIRPORT
It holds 4.5 ratings out of 5 and has so many different options for room booking to choose from for
your extended stay in Orlando along with amazing amenities such as:









Studio suite
King bed
Sofa bed
In room kitchenette
High speed internet
Daily Breakfast
Pool
So on and so forth

It holds 4.5 ratings out of 5. Also, it offers free shuttle facility. The room tariff starts at 134$ only
and of course there is a free cancelation policy. You must check this option and the photo gallery of
this comfortable extended stay hotel in Orlando at our listing page for this hotel
https://www.weeklyhotels.com/hotel/homewood-suites-orlando-airport/0166680
3. EXTENDED STAY AMERICA ORLANDO CNVCTR UNIVE

One of the most popular names for extended stay in America is the hotel chain of
ExtendedStayAmerica distributed in different cities of America including Orlando, Florida. This
hotel offers deluxe studio suite, along with 2 queen beds and amenities such as free WIFi, grab and
go breakfast and a large screen Television. This is an amazing accommodation option, especially, if
you are traveling with kids and ladies as they can enjoy the comfortable living and enjoy watching
TV and playing games. On the other hand, you can check your office essentials. The room booking
starts at 90.24$. Also, it has the free cancelation policy.
4. RESIDENCE INN SEAWRLD MARRIOTT
Marriott is popular for its luxury living options, not only in Florida, but across the globe. You must
see its photo gallery to see how lavish your accommodation can be and that, too, starts at as low as
84$. Yes, you read it right, just 84$. It has different accommodation options for your extended stay
in Orlando, Florida. You may choose a room as per your choice and budget. It offers Studio queen
rooms with 1 queen bed and Sofa Bed as well. Furthermore, the amenities are too many to write
here, you must visit our listing page of this hotel to explore all the details:
https://www.weeklyhotels.com/hotel/residence-inn-seawrld-marriott/0012585

5. RESIDENCE INN DOWNTWN MARRIOTT
This is another extended stay hotel of Marriott group which is available for extended stay in
Orlando, Florida. It comes with a range of amenities and a room furnished with a King bed and a
Sofa bed. You must visit https://www.weeklyhotels.com/hotel/residence-inn-downtwnmarriott/0283020 our listing page to see the plethora of amenities and benefits it offers. Also, get a
glimpse of the hotel by exploring the photo gallery there. The accommodation starts at 219$ which
is worth spending.
If you want to explore more options of extended stay hotels in Orlando, please visit
https://www.weeklyhotels.com/hotels/florida/orlando to find your ideal weekly hotel for your
extended stay.

